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BASEMAT MB-300 SERIES INSTALLATION

GUIDELINES

Before any installation is started, be sure to verify:

 Model of grid and frame

 Size of grid and frame

 Product color

 That there are no visual defects or damage from
shipment

IMPORTANT: No returns will be accepted after the
material has been installed. Failure to follow these
installation instructions may void your warranty.

RECESSED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Prepare a recess in the concrete flooring (block out)
where the mat will be installed. The recess should be
deeper than the total height of your mat and frame;
consult your shop drawing for proper depth. Block out
an area 6” wider than the outside dimensions of the
frame in both directions. This will allow 3” on all sides
to maneuver the frames into place.

2. Secure the frame to the concrete using anchor bolts or
screws of choice that are set into the floor. Stainless
steel screws and plastic anchors may also be used.
Frames come with mitered corners.

3. Drill holes in the frame at 18 to 24-inch intervals for
the bolts/screws. Countersink the holes as the mat will
set inside the frame. (This prevents the
mat from riding up on the head of the bolt/screw).

4. Set the frames into position within the recess. Mark the
hole locations on the concrete. Remove the frames and
drill holes in the floor for the anchors. Clean the
concrete dust away and install the anchors.

5. Install the frames using the appropriate anchor bolts. If
needed, shim under the frame sections so the top edge
of the frame is flush with the finished floor and level.

6. Pour concrete (using non-shrinking grout – sand coat
is not recommended) around the edges of the frame (if
needed) and in the center of the frame, level with the
inside lip of the frame.

7. Level the concrete. Use a board slightly smaller than
the frame opening and level the concrete in each
section to be flush with the leg of the frame. Make sure
the concrete is smooth and level with the lip of the
frame so the mat lies perfectly flat and will not shift.

8. Before the concrete hardens, verify that the dimensions
are correct, frame is square and level, and the frame
corners are at correct angles so the mat will fit
properly. Verify the outside frame dimensions are
identical to your shop drawing.

9. After concrete has hardened, install plywood into the
recess to fully protect the frame edges until just before
the entrance is opened and the mats are installed.

10. Clean all frames and recess before installing mats;
debris cannot be tolerated
between the frame and mat.

SURFACE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Mark the layout on the floor where ramp frame needs
to go for a smooth transition.

2. If holes are not present, drill holes in the frame at 18-
24 inch intervals for the bolts/screws. Countersink the
holes.
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3. Set the frames into position. Keeping the frames in
position, mark the hole locations in the floor for the
anchors. Drill the holes, clean concrete dust away, and
install the anchors.

4. Secure the frame to the floor surface by inserting
anchor bolts/screws into lead anchors that are set into
the floor. Stainless steel screws and plastic anchors
may also be used.

5. Clean all frames and recess before installing mat;
debris cannot be tolerated between the frame and mat.

6. Place mat, loose laid, within frame. Straighten as
needed and position mat square and evenly spaced in
recess.

7. Trim square edge vinyl filler equally at top and bottom
of mat (use utility knife with sharp blade). Uniformly
trimmed filler and a well-positioned mat result in a
high quality fit and appearance.

SLIDE-ON FILLER/DRILL-ON FILLER
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Prior to working with vinyl, soak the pieces in a hot
water tub. This will straighten any curves or kinks in
the product. Remove from the hot water and lay out
pieces straight on a flat surface. Let cool prior to
installation.

2. Place mat on a sturdy tabletop surface. On one end of
the table, fasten a straight edge bar or angle piece to
serve as a stop edge for one end of the mat. Be sure bar
is square on table.

3. To install slide-on filler (filler piece with ball at one
edge), feed one end into the female socket of rail at
outside edge of mat. Pull to opposite end of rail, leaving
a little bit to overhang rail at each end. On the backside
of the rail, approximately
2” from the end of rail, drill a hole through only one
layer of rail to allow room for an 8/32” x 1/4” set screw
to fit into rail and hold filler securely in place. Do this
at both ends of rail. Be careful to not drill too deeply
and go through top layer of rail leaving a visible hole.
Use a sharp utility knife or pruning-type shear to cut
excess filler. Be careful to cut a straight line.

4. To install drill-on filler (filler piece with flap at one
edge), flip mat face down on table top. Carpet will face
table top and back of mat will be face up. Butt one end

of the mat tight to bar fastened to table. Adjust width of
mat (traffic direction) to desired dimension and attach
to table with screws in between drain holes of hinge.
This will keep mat from shifting while attaching filler.
Lay filler piece at mat edge with flap covering rail
bottom and vertical wall of filler pushed snugly up to
rail ends. Drill hole through vinyl filler flap and
carpeted rail to insure tight fit of filler flap to rails. Use
compressed air to blow out debris from drilled holes. If
not cleared properly, filler will not fit tight to rails. Use
a #44 large flange pop rivet to fill hole and press firmly
as you pop rivet to hold filler snug at end of rails. Go
down length of filler every four to five rails and attach
filler. Once this is complete and filler is held in good
position, go down entire length and drill remaining
holes following the same procedure.

5. Leave filler overhanging by 3” at each end. To fasten
drill-on filler to slide-on filler at joints, apply super
glue on flap and vertical edge where fillers meet. Use
caution to not allow super glue to run onto top surface
of fillers and spoil the finish. Once joints are securely
fastened, use a sharp utility knife or pruning-type shear
to trim excess filler. Be careful to make a square cut.

RAIL REMOVAL/ADDITION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Use an H-2 (5/64”) or a 5/64” Allen Wrench Hex
Key.

2. Install the driver bit in the tip of a cordless hand drill,
screw gun, or use the wrench for manual removal.

3. Back out set screws in the sockets at the ends of the
rails.

4. Slide rail forward to remove rail from mat.

5. Using the same process in reverse, reassemble and re-
set, screw remaining mat pieces together.


